HuySpeed QS

Superior tissue felt performance for the most demanding applications.

Premium Tissue Felt Technology

Exclusively from XERIUM

xerium.com
Technology
Meeting the demands of today’s high speed tissue machines requires ingenious clothing technology to provide the highest performance right from the start. HuySpeed QS is engineered to provide the smoothest sheet side for the ultimate in pressing uniformity and optimized void volume for improved dewatering.

In addition, the base fabric design provides immediate felt saturation by using hydrophilic components as an integral component of the structure.

HuySpeed QS incorporates the ideal combination of clearly defined drainage channels with precisely positioned MD and CMD yarns, with a uniquely developed hydrophilic felt structure. And with Xerium’s application expertise, the ideal water balance is achieved for immediate and consistent nip dewatering, high saturation and excellent moisture profiles.

Application
Due to its exceptional properties HuySpeed QS is an ideal solution for all tissue grades on high-speed machines, either crescent former or double wire former, single press or double press concepts.

Benefits

Water Retention
- Optimized water management to obtain continuous saturation

Saturation
- Extremely short start-up period
- Even moisture profile from the beginning

Nip Dewatering
- Outstanding nip dewatering
- Improved self-cleaning effect in the press nip

Runnability
- Improved machine efficiency
- Stable running properties even at highest speed

Energy Efficiency
- Valuable energy savings throughout the entire Tissue felt life

For more information, contact your Xerium representative today!
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